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Supplemental material: 
Below is an inventory of the Jan Emil Karpiński papers.  
 
1 Photographic print; black and white image of Jewish children forming letters “TOZ” 

(Towarzystwo Ochrony Zdrowia Ludności Żydowskiej – Jewish health organization in Poland) 
during summer camp for Jewish children from Siedlce; white letters on top and bottom of 
image: “TOZ in Siedlce. Summer camp in Klimczyce in 1927; gymnastics show”; dated: summer 
1927; location: Klimczyce, Poland; in Polish and Yiddish 

2 Photographic postcard; black and white image of group portrait of Jewish youth; Boniek Alberg, 
donor’s older brother, stands first from right in third row; Marian Halbersztadt sits first from left 
in first row; dated: June 24, 1923; location: Siedlce, Poland 

3 Photographic postcard; black and white image of family portrait; verso: black ink inscription: “I 
send you this card as a memento, from Heniek and Rachel Cukier; Siedlce June 16, 1927; I am 
holding my daughter”; Henryk Cukier, who later emigrated to France, was a close friend of 
Boniek Alberg, donor’s brother; dated: June 16, 1927; location: Siedlce, Poland; in Yiddish 

4 Photographic postcard; black and white image of three men and a woman seated at table; 
Alter, donor’s cousin, and his wife Rachela Alberg are in the middle – they immigrated to 
Palestine before the war; dated: c. 1934; location: Siedlce, Poland 

5 Photographic print; containing two black and white images of portrait of Sala Radzyńska Alberg, 
donor’s sister-in-law on left and portrait of Sala Radzyńska Alberg with her brother, Stanisław 
Radzyński on right; verso: black ink inscription: “on left is my maternal aunt”; location: Siedlce, 
Poland; in French 

6 Photographic print; black and white image of portrait of Izaak Alberg, donor’s father; dated: c. 
1935; location: Siedlce, Poland 

7 Photographic print; black and white image of kiosk with announcement: “Commandant of SS 
and Police of the Warsaw district; Announcement: as a result of attack on German soldiers in 
Siedlce on March 23, 1941 a certain number of people were shot today; signed: Moher, SS-
Grupenfuehrer (Major General), Warsaw April 1941”; dated: April 1941; location: Siedlce ghetto, 
Poland; in German and Polish 

8 Photographic print; black and white image of elderly Jewish man with an armband on his right 
arm, carrying two buckets (probably a propaganda photograph taken by German soldiers); 
dated: c. 1942; location: Siedlce ghetto, Poland 

9 Photographic print; black and white image of two elderly Jewish men with an armbands on their 
right sleeves, standing outside in front of market place and horse driven wagons (probably a 
propaganda photograph taken by German soldiers); dated: c. 1942; location: Siedlce ghetto, 
Poland 

10 Postcard; written by Baruch Boniek Alberg in the Siedlce ghetto to his best friend, Henryk Cukier 
in Paris, France; preprinted purple stamp of “General Government” with black ink round 
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cancellation stamp dated: February 13, 1942; red ink round stamp with Nazi eagle and swastika; 
black ink handwritten message in which Boniek Alberg thanks for the packages sent by Henryk 
Cukier and asks for more letters; he reports that since December he is not working, but that he 
is hoping to get a job in the spring and that he, his wife Sala and child are feeling fine; dated: 
February 9, 1942; location: Siedlce ghetto, Poland; in Polish 

11 Postcard; written by Baruch Boniek Alberg in the Siedlce ghetto to his best friend, Henryk Cukier 
in Paris, France; preprinted purple stamp of “General Government” with black ink round 
cancellation stamp dated: May 18, 1942; red ink round stamp with Nazi eagle and swastika; 
black ink handwritten message in which Boniek Alberg tells that he has work only sometimes 
and that during these difficult times their health should be better; he reports about his father’s 
death on April 30, 1942 and that his mother is very ill.  Boniek writes about mutual friends and 
relatives, who died and who works and he asks for more letters; dated: May 14, 1942; location: 
Siedlce ghetto, Poland; in Polish 
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